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* The first worldwide currency trading game with a simulation-based business model * Dive right into the game by making intuitive, fast decisions * $50,000 unlocked by default (This may be changed) * Break big or lose small! You decide the odds! * Free real-time currency market data * Large, easy-to-understand ticker * Virtual stock market with daily trading * Trade
stocks, commodities, foreign exchange or forward contracts! * Take your first step into the exciting world of currency trading * See how the market reacts to your real-time strategy * Start winning at currency trading! * A HUGE database of trading strategies and techniques * A completely free to play game * Various languages * Global currency trading simulation *
100,000 virtual dollars free * Technical support and live reports to ensure you get your questions answered promptly * Minimum requirements Windows XP or Windows 98 (Win95, WinNT 4, WinNT 3) MicroSoft Internet Explorer 5.5 or higher 500 MB or more of available memory 512 MB or more of free disk space Windows 2000/XP with Internet Explorer 6 or
higher 500 MB or more of available memory Internet Connection Dedicated Internet Connection Win2K desktop is supported! Activate these on your desktop: Windows 2000 Professional or higher (or Windows NT 4) or Windows XP Professional or higher (or Windows NT 4/2000) 500 MB or more of available memory 512 MB or more of free disk space Internet
Connection A dedicated or dial-up Internet Connection Game requirements RAM: 1.5 GB Hard Disk Space: 200MB Windows 98 or higher with 250MB of hard disk space Internet Connection Usual Connection Media Player version 9.0 or higher Instructions To get the app or registration key, please click the download link below This short guide will teach you how to
play the game. To work through the guide, you may want to print it out and then read it. To begin, open the program that contains the game. You'll find it within the Exchange-Game folder. To start the game, select the Tray Icon under the Game menu. To open the settings menu, right click in the window. To get to the exchange page, click the "exchange
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* Exchange-Game Free Download: Putting you in the real world of live currency trading now. * Full online demo for 24 hours. * No boring stuff to remember. * Special Relationship with our IT partners. * Get to know other players and to see their strategies. * Helping hand. * Accurate updates to help you make money. * Great fun! * Available in English, Chinese,
French, German, Italian, Japanese, Russian, Spanish. Exchange-Game Application Website: Support Email: support@exchange-game.com Exchange-Game Contact Email: developer.exchange-game@gmail.com 4. Exchange-Game puts you inside the real world of live currency trading now. Here, at your fingertips is a great tool to help you make big money, really fast! It's
amazingly simple. No technical knowledge or experience is required. Prototype your own successful trading strategy on the fly, and see how it works instantly. You can even choose to compete with other players if you like. Best of all, you can employ your gadget as a guide, and along with your strategy, make real money. The application's interface allows you to access
functions such as desk, hours or settings. Exchange-Game is highly exciting and great fun. Available in English, Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Russian, Spanish. Exchange-Game Description: * Exchange-Game: Putting you in the real world of live currency trading now. * Full online demo for 24 hours. * No boring stuff to remember. * Special Relationship
with our IT partners. * Get to know other players and to see their strategies. * Helping hand. * Accurate updates to help you make money. * Great fun! * Available in English, Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Russian, Spanish. Exchange-Game Application Website: Support Email: support@exchange-game.com Exchange-Game Contact Email:
developer.exchange-game@gmail.com 5. - Driving: Around 60km to Mapusa, we eventually reach a ferry port. - Port, Terminal, Insurance - Terminal fee: 1Euro per vehicle. - - Terminal taxi fee: 35 09e8f5149f
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Exchange-Game put you inside the real world of live currency trading now. Here, at your fingertips is a great tool to help you make big money, really fast! It's amazingly simple. No technical knowledge or experience is required. Prototype your own successful trading strategy on the fly, and see how it works instantly. You can even choose to compete with other players if
you like. Best of all, you can employ your gadget as a guide, and along with your strategy, make real money. The application's interface allows you to access functions such as desk, hours or settings. Exchange-Game is highly exciting and great fun. Available in English, Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Russian, Spanish. Exchange-Game Review: Exchange-
Game puts you inside the real world of live currency trading now. Here, at your fingertips is a great tool to help you make big money, really fast! It's amazingly simple. No technical knowledge or experience is required. Prototype your own successful trading strategy on the fly, and see how it works instantly. You can even choose to compete with other players if you like.
Best of all, you can employ your gadget as a guide, and along with your strategy, make real money. The application's interface allows you to access functions such as desk, hours or settings. Exchange-Game is highly exciting and great fun. Available in English, Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Russian, Spanish. Exchange-Game: Exchange-Game puts you inside
the real world of live currency trading now. Here, at your fingertips is a great tool to help you make big money, really fast! It's amazingly simple. No technical knowledge or experience is required. Prototype your own successful trading strategy on the fly, and see how it works instantly. You can even choose to compete with other players if you like. Best of all, you can
employ your gadget as a guide, and along with your strategy, make real money. The application's interface allows you to access functions such as desk, hours or settings. Exchange-Game is highly exciting and great fun. Available in English, Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Russian, Spanish. These presentations are classified and categorized, so you will always
find everything clearly laid out and in context. You are watching

What's New In?

Exchange-Game puts you inside the real world of live currency trading now. Here, at your fingertips is a great tool to help you make big money, really fast! It's amazingly simple. No technical knowledge or experience is required. Prototype your own successful trading strategy on the fly, and see how it works instantly. You can even choose to compete with other players if
you like. Best of all, you can employ your gadget as a guide, and along with your strategy, make real money. The application's interface allows you to access functions such as desk, hours or settings. Exchange-Game Screenshots Exchange-Game Reviews Review: Ha! Posted by Admin on 03/15/2011 Really fun to play, somewhat addictive. I've never been a trader but I
have played other games like these, so it wasn't a big step. It's quite simple to use. The trading interface was ok, but imo not as good as those other games. Review: Hmm, not bad. Posted by Unknown on 12/10/2010 It's definitely worth playing, but keep in mind that you must use your Exchange-Game to play. There are countless examples of non- Exchange-Game-related
players using Exchange-Game that you run into. Overall, a fun game that will help you learn how to trade, and it's hard to get hooked on. You can set up your trading, and it's a useful tool. Note: It's not a currency exchange. Review: wow Posted by Unknown on 11/15/2010 This is addictive and a fun game! best stock app ive found. its priced quite low too. getting the hang
of it all too. good to learn. adds a lot to productivity and teaches you how to plan your trades ahead of time. Review: I love it!!! Posted by Unknown on 03/02/2010 I love this game. I go to bed just after 9p.m. because I'm so excited when I get the phone to woken me up so I can start trading! I'm up until 6am, because I'm too excited to sleep! I will be buying this app for
my iPod touch and iPad before long! Review: game is very addictive. Posted by Unknown on 01/28/2010 The game is very addictive.
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